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Introduction ent observations. Only very recently the ies (both AGNs and starburst galaxies), 
The Information currently available on improvement in instrument sensitivity because of their enhanced nuclear 

the electromagnetic emisslon of normal has allowed exploration of the galaxy emission, white onlv a handful of normal 
galaxies at long wavelengths (A a 100 + subrnm-mm continuum. D ~ G  on spirals have k e n -  observed so far at 
3000 pm) is still quite sparse and serious rnillimetre continuum emission of galax- these wavelengths (Chini et a]., 1986, 
discrepancies are found among d i -  les are mainly confined to active galax- Stark et al., 1988; Eabs et al., 1989). 



The IRAS surveys have shown that 
the far-IR spectra of late-type galaxies 
are mainly of thermal origin, due to dust 
grains present in thelr Interstellar 
medium. However, far-tR rneasure- 
ments are not enough by themselves to 
estimate the wetall dusk content, since 
an Important fraction (often more than - 50 %) of dust is expected to be colder 
than 20 K and therefore its emisslon lies 
at A > 100 pm Therefore, in order to 
study the characteristics of cold dust, 
which are important to understand both 
galactic evolutlon and star-formation 
processes, subrnm-mrn photometry is 
needed. The continuum flux in this 
spectral range is linearly related to the 
temperature, mass and opactties of dust 
grains, and Its measurement pmdes 
an alternative way to estimate these pa- 
rameters. 

Ttw exploitation of the high sensitivity 
achievable by bolometer detectors 
(Kreysa, 1990), together with the high 
spatial resolution of large antennas such 
as SEST (with a FWHM of 24") is ex- 
pected to strongly Improve our knowl- 
edge of the galaxy spectra and of the 
total amount of dust present in the inter- 
stellar medium, b spatial distribution 
withln the galaxies and its relationship 
with other bask components, such as 
the atomic and molecular gas, the stars, 
etc. 

We have started an observational pro- 
gramme whose alm Is the Investigation 
of the 1.2-mm continuum emission of a 
complete sample of galaxies setected 
from the IRAS Polnt Source Catalogue, 
for whieh optical photometry and spec- 
troscopy are partially available. The 
sample comprises 61 galaxles with a 
60-pm flux above 2 Jy in the sky region 
delimited by the equatorlal coordinates 
21 h < RA. < 5h and - 22.5" < i5 
< - 32". The compteteness of the Sam- 
ple ensures that unbiased estimates of 
the crucial parameters (such as the 
average mm to far-IR wavelength flux 
ratlo and the bivadate luminosity dlstrl- 
buttons) could be obtained. This will 
eventually allow the detwmlnation of the 
local luminosity functions of galaxles 
at 7c - 1 mm. Several important applica- 
tbns of thls analysls can be envisaged. 
k t  us mention two among others. 

(1) A reliable determination of the 
galaxy bcal luminosity at A = 1 mm, 
added to obsewaitons of the ex- 
tragalactic background being currently 
performed by the COBE satellits, and 
to ground-based milltrnetric suweys, 
Planned h the near future with the use 
of bolometer arrays, may tell us some 
thing new and fundamental about the 
Cosmic evolutlon of galaxies and of #air 
dust content (Franoeschini et at.. 1990). 

(2) A better knowledge of galaxy con- 
Unuous spectra In this energy domain 

will allow to refine the estimate of me 
contribution of known discrete sou- 
to the cell-to-cell fluctuations of the 
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
at smd and intermediate angular 
scales. Frano~schini et al. (I 9891, on the 
bask of theoretical modeis of dust 
emission spectra of galaxies, have 
shown that such contribution may be 
significant even at - 1 mm, that Is near 
the peak of the CMB spectrum. Eventu- 
ally, the detection of any intrinsic aniso- 
troples of the CMB would crucially rely 
on a correct subtraction of the normal 
galaxy contribution 

A successful observational run per- 
formed last year at SEST has already 
provided us wkh some reliable detec- 
tions and upper limits for half of the 
sample objects falling in the 6 range 
from -2F.5 and -2V.5. We brbfly 
report here on results of these observa- 
tions and on problems raised by a com- 
parison with previously published data. 

Obsedons  with the 
SEST Telescope 

The observations have been per- 
formed during September 1990 using 
the 15-rn SEST telescope at La Silla 
equipped wfth the 3 ~ e  blometer of the 
MPtfFl (Max-Plan&-lnstitut fur Radio- 
astronomic). 

The filter set coupled to the atmo- 
spheric transmission window pro- 
vides an effective wavelength around' 
1.25 mm. The beam site is 24" (HPBW). 

Source position was found by point- 
ing a nearby radio-loud qu- with 
strong milllmetdc fluxes. Pointing accu- 
racy was most of the time better than 2" 
and was checked each hdf an hour. 

Beam-switching Is achieved by a 
chopper wheel hated In the rweiver 
cabin, switching the beam ON-OFF the 
source. This, coupled to the nodding of 
the telescope, results in a three-beam 
technique whlch allows comparison be- 
tween the source slgnal and that from 
two opposite empty regions of sky. The 
chop throw was set to be 70", which Is 
targer than the optical dlameter of the 
sample galaxies. Each source has been 
observed 11-200 seconds with n depend- 
Ing on the expected 12 mm intensity. 
The latter has been approximately 
evaluated extrapolating the IRAS 
100 pm flux using a thermal spectrum 
with an opaclty spectral index b&ween 
1 and 2. 

Atmospheric transmlsslon has been 
monitored by frequent skydip. Uranus 
has been used as primary calibrator by 
assuming a weighted effective tempem- 
ture at thls wavelength of Elf 1 K Sev- 
oral quasars have been used as secon- 
dary calibrators mainly to detect sky 
Mations during the obsewatlons. The 

overall accuracy on the detected fluxes 
was good (- 10 %) because of the 
optimum atmospheric conditions. 

Twenty-eigM objects have been ob- 
served, for 12 of which reliable fluxes 
[better than 3 stgma values) have been 
obtained. The observed values of the 
rnillirnetre flux have been corrected for 
the overail system response and K- 
correction. 

For each source the ratio has 
been computed. The lRAS fluxes have 
been taken from the IRAS Point Source 
Catalogue, slightly modified to account 
for colour and K-corrections. 

The Avemge mm to Far-IR Flux 
Ratio 

Histograms of the ratio are 

reported in Figure 1. Panel (a) refers to 
those data without any aperture correc- 
tions. A technique of survival analysis 
has been used to make full use of the 
information content in the lipper limits to 
the 1.25 mm fluxes. In this way we have 

estimated an average flux ratlo 4 
lw#m 

(2.02f 0.36) lo4. 
Right-hand side panels of Figure 1 

also report flux ratlos derived from data 
collected with the IRAM 30-m antenna, 
whose results have already been re- 
ported in this JoumJ (see No. 61 - 
September 1990, p. 44). We find In thls 

case (1.51f0.12) 10-3 banel 

(b)). 
The same analysis has been applied 

to the Cini et al.3 (1986) data on 26 
spkl  galaxies observed with the lRTF 
3-m telescope. The histogram of their 
mm to far-IR flux ratios Is plotted in 
Figure 2. The survival analyak pro- 
vides in this case a substantially higher 

value for the average ratio 

= I -4 I r3. 
An opposite indication comes from 

observations at 350,450,800 and 1100 
pm performed by Edes et al. (I 989) on a 
few nearby galaxies. In contrast with 
Chini et al.'s results, these authors claim 
that the energy distribdon in the far-IW 
submillimetric range is well fitted by a 
thermal emission of warm dust at 30-50 
K, which implies a substantially lower 
value for the average mm to far-1R flux 
ratio. Inded, by extrapoteting their 
model to f .25 mm, we find in this case a 
value smallw by at least a factor of 2 
than that implied by our observations. 
The discrepancy is wen larger with 
Chini et al.'s results (more than a factor 
of 10 in this me). 

Some other sub-mm observations are 
not even commensurate with ours. Stark 
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Figure 1 : (4 Lhs cumulalius pmbebility distdbutions of th8 ratlo for the SEST [left- 
hand-dde panels) and /RAM m p l e s  (right-hand-side panels). The distn'butlons haw been 
reconstntcM wlth detection-and-bound tedrniques. Panels (4 and (4) report the distributions 
based on fluxes wmwut 8ny aperture ewrectrons; panels (c) and (4 those besed on fluxes 
comcted un&r the hypothesis that the mrn Ilght profile has a scale-lmth % ~ q u e l  to one 
thrrd of the optical one, 4; panels (8) and (0 refer to the hypothesis that mm light profiles follow 
those in the optical. The amws mark the average values. 

et al. (1988) mapped four Virgo spirals at 
180 and 36Q prn at a spatial resolution 
of - 45", but with a poor S/N ratio at 
360 p.m. Thronscrn et al. (1 987) observed 
only the very centre of large active 
galaxles at 1.3 mrn, sampling a too small 
portion of the entire galaxy disks. There- 
fore, they probably lost most of the 
rnlllimetric flux. 

To conclude, galaxy spectra in this 
spectral domain, hence the total amount 
of dust, are uncertain by up to one order 
of magnitude. We will briefly discuss 
possible origins of this large discrepan- 
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cy and suggest how further investiga- 
tions might he helpful in elucidating this 
questlon. Beam-aprture corrections 
may contribute to explain these dis- 
crepancies. Unfortunately, the lack of 
knowledge of the spatial extension of 
galaxies at long wavelengths hampers a 
precise estimate of this effect. More- 
over, in some ON-OFF observations, the 
beam separation was too small in com- 
parison with the lawr  optical dimen- 
sions of the objects, and only a gradient 
in the emission has probably been mea- 
sured. 

Aperture Corrections to mm 
Fluxes 

In order to wnsldsr the whole effect of a 
gaussian beam on the detected fluxes, a 
convolution of the beam-shape wlth the 
light profile of the galaxy mlllirnetric 
emisslon must be done. We suppose 
that the rnlllirnetric light proflle Is expo- 
nential with scalelength a,,. We have 
considered the following two hy- 
potheses: 
(1) The radial dtsblbution of cold dust 

closely follows that of the blue light. In 
this case the rnlllirnetric scalelength 
a,, is equal to that In blue light, a,. The 
corresponding average flux ratios after 

conectlon for apemre are = 

5.28 1 for the SEST sample 
I00pnr 

= 2.92 10" for the RAM. Therefore, on 
average the detected fluxes must be 
corrected by a factor greater than 2 (see 
Fig. 1 panels (e) and (4). 

(2) the second hypothesis considered 
here takes into account that the 
millimetric scale length Is one third of 
the optical one: a,, - &,. In thb case, 

we find as mean ratios: = 2.76 

lom3 for the SEST sample = 
100pm 

1.51 for the IRAM sample. In thls 
case a large fraction of the mlllimetrlc 
flux would have been detected (Flg. 1 
panels (c) and (a). 

From these slmple considerations we 
have shown that the millimetrlc fluxes, 
hence the amount of cold dust in galax- 
les, are crucially dependmt on the sire 
of the objects at mlllimetre wavelengths. 

It Is not clear how far we can compare 
these results with the data obtained by 
ChlnI et al. on large splrals (1986). The 
optical dimensions of their objects often 
exceed that of the beam width and in 
some cases thls is also true for the chop 
throw. From this palnt of view, they 
could have underestimated to some ex- 
tent the mllllmetric fluxes. On the other 
hand, there Is evidence that most of the 
fluxes reported in the IRAS Polnt Source 
and Small Wended Source Catalogues 
are significantly underestimated for ex- 
tended objects (see RIce et al., 1988; 
Young et at., 1989). So, thelr mean 

ratio could have been some- 

what overestimated. 

The Far-IR Extension of Normal 
Galaxies 

The obvious solution to the problem 
of estimating galaxy broad-band spec- 
tra In the mm range will be to use arrays 
of botometers, when available (Cunning- 
ham and Gear, 19901, to cover the entire 



RQW 2: 7he =me as Fgwe 1 fw the Chlnf 
et al, 's n35ulh. 

optical extension of the gdaxy. The use 
of large enough beam apertures, some 
times larger than the diffraction limit, 
with c m t  mm telescopes is discuur- 
aged by the dramatic increase of the sky 
noise with respect to diffraction-limited 
observations. 

The alternative is to obtain infoma- 
tion on the spatiat distribution of light 
emission at submm-mm wavelengths 
by suitably mapping some bright nearby 
sources This will be the goal of wr next 
b w l n g  runs at La Silk. 

Let us briefly diswss currently avail- 
able Information on the subject 

A direct comparison of optical and 
far-IR profiles (at h = 50 and 100 prn) has 
been done by Wainscoat et at. (1 987) on 
three nearby edge-on spirals using the 
lRAS GPC (Chopped Photometric 
Channel) Instrument. Unfwtunatdy, 
edge-on galaxies do not allow a detailed 
study of the radlal disk stwctum. How- 
ever, a comparison between the far-IR 
emission along the rnajw axb can be 
performed with the optW old-disk light. 
From their study of NGC 891 it seems 
that the 1Wym emklon is more ex- 
tended than the 50-pm one. They sug- 
gest that the cold d i e  Intersellar 
compnent dominates with respect to 
the optical omission at distances be- 
yond 9 kpc from the centre. For the 
other two objects (NGG 4565 and AIGC 
5907) similar far-IR and optical light pro- 
files can be inferred from these obsenra- 
tiona. This seems to Indicate that the 
cold dust emission at mm wavelengths 
might be quite extended with respect to 
the warm component and the optlcal 
emission, although IRAS maps at large 
radll are too noisy for any Mnitive con- 
clusion to be drawn. 

For a sample of large galaxies partially 
resobed by lRAS (Rim et sl., 1988) the 
mean ratio of the far-IR (g0 pm) DlR to 

blue-llght Dg Imphotat diameters tums prove the estimates of n u m b  m n t s  
out to be O.98f 0.25, which m m s  that and contributions to the disc 
on average galaxles have far-IR exten- background. Obmations by FIRAS on 
dons comparable to their optical slzes, CQBE wodd eventually detect such a 
quite In agreement wlth prevtously men- background. 
tioned results. In this case, however, the 
omwed mean of the ratio of the h c -  
tlve far-IR aperture diameter A, (which 
include half of the galaxy's light) to the Chrnl R.1 q s a  KMWl E.0 M W r  P.Q., 

1886, Astm. A s t m ~ ,  186, LB. 
isophotal radius for Ob1- of Cunningham. C.R., and Gear, W.K., 1980. sample, turns out to be alnmi half of sPIE on mom,cel f* 
that of the blue light: c ( ~ I I R  > ,mmhtlon Pfst  - 0.17, < (A$o)B > - 0.35. This d h -  mm, 
ence Indicates that the IR emlsslon 
could be more centrally concentrated 
than that of the blue Ilght. 

A more mntrally concentrated mm 
emission with respect to the optical may 
be due to the effect of extinctton on the 
blue radiation toward the central -Ions 
of the galaxies. This Indlcatlon agrees 
wlth reci3nt relnterpretatlons of the optl- 
cal galaxy profiles whbh seem to show 
non negllglble Ilght absorptions In the 
galaxy cores (Valentljn, 1890 and 1991; 
Davies, 1 090). 

Conclusions 
Our knowledge of galaxy sw&a In 

the submm band is d l l  subject to rele- 
vant uncertainties. Should galaxy sizes 
at such wavelengths be comparable, or 
even larger, than those in the optical 
light, then mm emission and the m- 
spending amwnt of cold dust in the 
interstellar material would & signM- 
cantly larger than expected. Detailed 
obsewations are planned to clarify this 
issue. 

Several impomnt consequences can 
be misaged. 

(A) Since the millirnehlc flux is propor- 
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tonal to the dust mass emitting at these c,, 
energies, the amount of cold in 
galaxies coutd have been und-i- n-- 

rtrefold 
rE ROSETrA NEBULA 

mated. This fact could lower the gas-to- 
u-Hte ls sww,,,d Of 

dust ratio (< > dm = 570f 50) ~ ~ l -  in eansteikth~ 
Molnooeros fltm Unbm).  In Its middle Is #a 

c b M  for S P M S  from CO and far-1R sfe//ar c~usfer ~ ~ ~ 2 2 4 4 ,  one of the yowpst 
measurements (Young et at., 1 989), to of lfs kind known. 73e distance ro he nebula 
values oommrable to that observed In and the duster Is about 4000-5000 light- 

years. the ISM of the (< & > l h m  la little doubt that t/m ywng s r m  - 
is roughly 100). they a# less than 1 mllllon pm old - were bwn In the Rosetta Nebula and have (6) Tlw contribution d discrete sour- mly -tlybecwne vklwe, mk cm to the fluctuations of the Cosmic tbyhve blown awthegesmddustfm 
Microwave Background at small and in- tw I ~ ~ I ~  s-. 
terrnediate scales Is strongly sensitive m~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t t a  d i d y s  a nw of 
to the gataxy spectra In the long dark lam whleh are caused byfhe shedow- 
wavelength speckd domain (Frances- I n s  effeet of dwt clouds. Its red &ow Is 
chin1 et al., 1989). An enhanced thermal by me Imt ~~ hvdmgsn 
dust emission from nwmal galaxies with and dh%reMf C Q ~  hues 
respect to current estimates would ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ t m r l n d C O m  
evenkrdly prevent detections of any in- mls photo is a fmm trlnsic aniaotroples of the CMB. bladr&-wh& photos obtained wlth the 

(C) Mom precise deflnikns of galaxy Em S c h W  at La S ~ B ,  Ob- 
spectral enwgy distributions and local server: D. w; b m  d: C. - .  - .  
luminosity function would allow to im- haadsen, 


